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We present a geometric framework for non-holonomic Lagrangian systems in terms
of distributions on the configuration manifold. If the constrained system is regular,
an almost product structure on the phase space of velocities is constructed such that
the constrained dynamics is obtained by projecting the free dynamics. If the con-
strained system is singular, we develop a constraint algorithm which is very similar
to that developed by Dirac and Bergmann, and later globalized by Gotay and
Nester. Special attention to the case of constrained systems given by connections is
paid. In particular, we extend the results of Koiller for Cˇ aplygin systems. An
application to the so-called non-holonomic geometry is given. © 1996 American
Institute of Physics. @S0022-2488~96!02407-3#
I. INTRODUCTION
A non-holonomic Lagrangian system consists of a regular Lagrangian L(qA,q˙ A) defined on
the phase space of velocities TQ of a configuration manifold Q with local coordinates
(qA),1<A<n5 dimQ , subjected to constraints defined by m local functions f i(qA,q˙ A). That
means that the only allowable velocities are those verifying that f i50. We only consider the case
of linear constraints, say those of the form f i(qA,q˙ A)5(m i)A(q)q˙ A. By applying a suitable
Hamilton’s principle, we arrive to the constrained Euler–Lagrange equations,
d
dt S ]L]q˙ AD 2 ]L]qA 52l i~m i!A ,
where l i, 1<i<m , are some Lagrange multipliers to be determined ~see, for instance, Valcovici,1
Pars,2 Neimark and Fufaev,3 Vershik and Faddeev,4 Saletan and Cromer,5 Rumiantsev,6
Pironneau,7 Vershik and Gershkovich,8 Massa and Pagani9,10!. In some of them, a more general
type of constraints was discussed. We notice that Hamilton’s principle in the non-holonomic
framework is not a variational principle. We remit to the excellent book by Rosenberg11 for a
detailed discussion on that subject.
In the last years, there is an increasing interest in non-holonomic mechanics, and other ap-
proaches from a geometrical point of view have appeared: Weber,12 Pitanga,13,14 Marle,15 Massa
and Pagani,9,10 Bates and S´niatycki,16 Giachetta,17 Koiller,18 Carin˜ena and Ran˜ada,19 Ran˜ada,20
Dazord,21 Carin˜ena and Ran˜ada,22 Sarlet, Cantrijn and Saunders,23,24 Sarlet,25,26 de Leo´n and M.
de Diego.27–31
Our approach is a globalization of the one by Carin˜ena and Ran˜ada.19 In order to globalize
their picture, we will consider a distribution D of codimension m defined on Q . The constraints
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imply that the motion is only allowable for some values of velocities, those belonging to the
distribution D . The constrained motion equations can be written out by modifying the motion
equations for the associated free Lagrangian system as follows:
~ iXvL2dEL!P~Dv!0, XPDc, ~1!
along the points of D , where vL is the symplectic Poincare´–Cartan two-form, EL is the energy
associated with L , and Dv and Dc are the lifts of D to TQ . Notice that we do not need to invoke
Lagrange multipliers. This approach is the dual version ~i.e., in terms of distributions! of the one
by Cartan using exterior systems.
Under some regularity hypothesis we construct an almost product structure (P ,Q ) on TQ
along the linear submanifold D such that the dynamics are obtained by projecting the Euler-
Lagrange vector field jL which solves the motion equations of the free problem,
ijLvL5dEL .
That is, the solutions of the constrained dynamics are just the solutions of the second order
differential equation j5P (jL) ~Section II!.
If the constrained system is not regular, we develop in Section III a constraint algorithm which
is remarkably similar to that developed by Dirac and Bergmann for singular Lagrangian
systems.32–34 We obtain the local and global aspects of the constraint algorithm. By the way, we
introduce the notion of first and second class constraints in this framework.
In Section IV we consider a very important kind of constrained systems, those called gener-
alized Cˇ aplygin systems. A generalized Cˇ aplygin system consists of a Lagrangian function
L:TQ!R and a connection G in a fibration r:Q!M such that L is invariant by the horizontal lift
operation. The particular case when r:Q!M is a principal bundle with structure group G , L is
G-invariant and G is a principal connection, i.e., the horizontal subspaces are G-invariant, was
considered by Koiller.18 We extend the results by Koiller, and prove that there exists a well-
defined Lagrangian function L*:TM!R, such that the generalized Cˇ aplygin system (L ,G) is
equivalent to a non-conservative system on TM with Lagrangian function L* and external force
a . Here, a is an one-form on TM related with the curvature of the connection G . Roughly
speaking, the curvature is just the force of constraint. Several examples are studied.
Finally, in Section V, we apply our procedure to give a new insight to an old problem in the
so-called non-holonomic geometry. Let Q be a Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric g
and Levi-Civita connection ¹ and suppose that a distribution D on Q is given. The goal is to
obtain a new linear connection ¹* on Q such that the geodesics of ¹* are the extremals of the
variational problem subjected to these linear constraints ~see Synge,35 Vranceanu,36 Neimark and
Fufaev3 and the references therein!. We define a connection G* along D by using our procedure
and the relations between non-homogeneous connections and second order differential equations
on TQ obtained by Grifone.37 If the constraints are holonomic, G* induces a linear connection in
the vector bundle D!Q .
II. NON-HOLONOMIC LAGRANGIAN SYSTEMS
Let L:TQ!R be a Lagrangian function defined on the phase space of velocities TQ of a
n-dimensional configuration manifold Q . Denote by (qA,vA) the fibered coordinates on TQ .
~Sometimes we will use the notation vA5q˙ A.)
The motion equations for L can be derived by a variational procedure. In fact, the extremals
of the action,
E L~qA,q˙ A!dt ,
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where q˙ A5dqA/dt are just the solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equations,
d
dt S ]L]vAD2 ]L]qA 50, vA5dq
A
dt . ~2!
Alternatively, there exists a symplectic formulation. Indeed, let vL52daL be the Poincare´-
Cartan 2-form, where aL5J*(dL). Here, J is the canonical almost tangent structure on TQ . That
is, J is a tensor field of type ~1,1! on TQ such that J250 and rank J5n; J is locally defined by
J5
]
]vA
^dqA.
The energy associated with L is defined by EL5CL2L , where C5vA(]/]vA) is the Liouville
vector field on TQ . That is, C is the infinitesimal generator of the dilations along the fibers.
The global motion equation for the free problem is ~see Ref. 38!
iXvL5dEL . ~3!
We say that the Lagrangian L is regular if the Hessian matrix (]2L/]vA]vB) is non-singular.
In such a case, the form vL is symplectic and, thus, ~3! has a unique solution jL ~the Euler–
Lagrange vector field! which is a second order differential equation ~SODE for short!. Further, the
solutions of jL coincide with the solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equations. More precisely, the
projections onto Q of the integral curves of jL are the extremals for L .
Now, we suppose that a family of linear constraints is given. In the local picture, L is
subjected to constraints defined by m local functions of the form f i(qA,vA)5(m i)A(q)vA. That
means that the only allowable velocities are those verifying that f i50.
The purpose of this paper is to give a global picture of Lagrangian systems subjected to linear
constraints.
Definition II.1: A non-holonomic Lagrangian system is given by the following data:
(i) A regular Lagrangian L:TQ!R;
(ii) An (n2m)-dimensional distribution D on the n-dimensional configuration manifold Q .
The constraints are said to be holonomic if D is involutive.
This means that the only allowable velocities are the tangent vectors belonging to D , i.e., the
motion is constrained to the submanifold D . Notice that D can be viewed as a vector subbundle
of tQ :TQ!Q , and, so, D is a submanifold of TQ .
Define two distributions Dc and Dv on TQ as follows. Suppose that $m i ;1<i<m% is a local
basis of 1-forms of the annihilator D0 of D . Then Dc and Dv are, respectively, defined by
~Dc!05^m i
v
,m i
c&, ~Dv!05^m i
v&, ~4!
where m i
v ~resp., m i
c) denotes the vertical ~resp., complete! lift of the 1-form m i to TQ ~see Refs.
38,39!.
If $m¯i% is another local basis of D we have
m¯i5L i
jm j ,
where (L ij) is a regular matrix defined on the overlapping of the two local neighborhoods. Since
m¯i
c5~L i
j!cm j
v1~L i
j!vm j
c
, m¯i
v5~L i
j!vm j
v
, ~5!
we deduce that Dc and Dv are well-defined. Here f v ~resp., f c) denotes the vertical ~resp.,
complete! lift of a function f on Q to TQ ~see Refs. 39, 38!.
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Since the allowable velocities have to belong to D , we deduce that the motion equations for
the constrained mechanical systems would be
~ iXvL2dEL!P~Dv!0, XPDc, ~6!
along the points of D .
In fact, suppose that m i5(m i)AdqA. Hence we have
m i
v5~m i!AdqA,
m i
c5~m i!A
c dqA1~m i!AdvA,
mˆ i5~m i!Av
A
,
where mˆ i is the function on TQ defined by mˆ i(qA,vA)5m ivA(]/]qA).
Notice that there are many solutions of the first equation in ~6!, since vL is symplectic.
Moreover, every solution of ~6! is a SODE. In fact, let m i be a local basis of D . Then, ~6! can be
locally written as follows:
iXvL2dEL5l im iv , m iv~X !50, mi
c~X!50, ~7!
for some Lagrange multipliers l i to be determined. If we apply iJ to the first equation in ~7!, we
have
iJiXvL2iJ~dEL!50,
which implies iJXvL5iCvL and, then, JX5C . Here, iJ denotes the derivation of type i* in the
sense of Fro¨licher–Nijenhuis associated with J , that is, iJ is completely defined by the formulas
iJ f50 and iJ(d f )5J*(d f ) for any function f on TQ .38 Therefore, we deduce that the local
expression of X is
X5vA
]
]qA 1X
A ]
]vA
.
Thus, the solutions of X satisfy the following constrained Euler–Lagrange equations:
d
dt S ]L]vAD2 ]L]qA 52l i~m i!A , vA5dq
A
dt .
By the way, notice that m i
v(X)5mˆ i and m ic(X)5X(mˆ i). Then the second set of equations in
~7! defines the submanifold D , and the third one means that X has to be tangent to D . Given the
symplectic form vL we have the associated musical isomorphisms,
[L :T~TQ !!T*~TQ !
and
#:T*~TQ !!T~TQ !,
where for any X P T(TQ), [L(X)5iXvL , and for any a P T*(TQ), #a5Xa is the unique tan-
gent vector to TQ such that bL(Xa)5a . From (Dv)0 and by using the isomorphism #, we obtain
a distribution S on TQ . A vector v P TxTQ belongs to Sx if ivvL(x) P (Dv)x0 . It is clear that
dimS5m .
Let Zi be the local vector field defined by
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iZivL5m i
v
, 1<i<m .
A direct computation shows that
Zi52WAB~m i!B
]
]vA
,
where (WAB) is the inverse matrix of the Hessian matrix (WAB5]2L/]vA]vB). Therefore, Zi is
vertical.
We have that S is locally generated by the vector fields $Zi , 1<i<m%.
Definition II.2: The constrained system will be called regular if
TxDùSx50, f or any xPD .
The meaning of the regularity of the constrained system will become clear in a while. Notice
that the regularity of the constrained system is closely related with the nature of the Lagrangian
function.
Suppose that the constrained system is regular. Since for any xPD , we have dimSx5m , and
dimTxD52n2m , we obtain that
TxTQ5TxD%Sx , ;xPD .
Thus, each tangent vector vPTxTQ splits in a unique way as v5v11v2 , where v1PTxD and
v2PSx . Then, we can construct two complementary projectors P and Q as follows: P (v)
5v1 , and Q (v)5v2 . In fact, (P ,Q ) is a well-defined almost product structure on TQ along the
points of D .
Take now the codistribution ^dEL& % (Dv)0. By using the isomorphism #, we obtain a distri-
bution SL on TQ locally generated by $jL ,Z1 , ,Zm%. That is,
SL5#~^dEL& % ~Dv!0!.
Then, dim(TxDù(SL)x)51, ;x P D . Moreover, there exists a unique generator j of the distribu-
tion TDùSL along the points of D such that (Jj5C) /D .
The vector field j P X (D) is the solution of the Lagrangian system subjected to constraints
given by a distribution D . This vector field j is precisely P(jL/D), the projection of the Euler-
Lagrange vector field of the free Lagrangian system. In fact, along the points of D , we have
iP ~jL!vL2dEL5ijL2Q~jL!vL2dEL
52iQ~jL!vLP~D
v!0.
Moreover, we deduce that P (jL)(x)PTxD or, equivalently, P (jL)PDc.
In order to perform an explicit computation of the vector field j , we proceed as follows. Take
a local basis $m i ,1<i<m% of D and define C i j5Zi(mˆ j). We deduce that
C i j52WAB~m i!A~m j!B . ~8!
Proposition II.3: The constrained system is regular iff the matrices (C i j) are non-singular on
D .
Proof: Suppose that the constrained system is regular. Take an arbitrary linear combination of
columns of C at some point xPD such that
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(
i51
m
l iZi~x !~mˆ j!50.
Thus, (l iZi(x)PTxD which implies that (l iZi(x)50 and hence l15l25•••lm50.
Conversely, suppose C ia non-singular and take XPSxùTxD . Thus, X5(l iZi(x) and
X(mˆ j)50, ; j , 1< j<m which implies that (l iZi(mˆ j)50. Therefore we deduce that
l15•••5lm50 and X50.
j
Thus, if D is regular, we obtain an explicit expression for the projector Q :
Q5C i jZ j^dmˆ i ,
where (C i j) denotes the inverse matrix of (C i j).
Then, we get
j5P ~jL!5jL2C i jjL~mˆ i!Z j .
Proposition II.4: If the Hessian matrix
S ]2L]vA]vBD ,
is positive or negative definite at each point xPD , then the constrained system is regular.
Proof: The result follows from ~8! ~see also Carin˜ena and Ran˜ada19!.
j
Remark II.5: Proposition II.4 clarifies the usual assumption on the positive or negative char-
acter of the Hessian matrix of L . It is nothing but that a sufficient condition to ensure the
regularity of the constrained system. Of course, if the Lagrangian L is natural, that is,
L5T2V , where T is the kinetic energy of a Riemannian metric g on Q and V is a potential
energy, then the constrained system would be regular.
Remark II.6: From the regularity of the matrices C , we deduce that (P ,Q ) may be extended
~in many ways! to an open neighborhood of D . Consequently, P (jL) may also be extended to an
open neighborhood of D ~see Ref. 27 for more details!.
By using the almost product structure (P ,Q ) and the musical isomorphisms, we can construct
the following linear mapping Q¯ x :Tx*(TQ)!Tx*(TQ):
Q¯ x~ax!5[L~Q x~#~ax!!!, ;axPTx*~TQ !, xPD .
Since Q¯ x
25id and ImQ¯ x5(Dv)xo , we obtain the following splitting:
Tx*~TQ !5~Dv!xo%S¯x , ;xPD ,
where S¯x5ImP¯ x , P¯ x5 id2Q¯ x being the complementary projector. In fact, P¯ and Q¯ may be
interpreted as tensor fields of type ~1,1! on TQ defined along D .
Notice that S¯ is the annihilator of the distribution along D locally generated by the vector
fields $X mˆ i,1<i<m%, where X mˆ i is the Hamiltonian vector field of the function mˆ i with respect to
the symplectic form vL .
The following result tells us that one could add the constraint forces to the energy to obtain a
global force acting on the system.
Theorem II.7: The solution of the constrained dynamics is the unique vector field j on D
such that
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~ iXvL5P¯ ~dEL!! /D .
Proof: By the construction of Q¯ we have that
Q¯ ~dEL!5iQ~jL!vL .
On the other hand, j5P (jL) is the solution of the constrained dynamics. Thus, we deduce that
iP ~jL!vL5ijLvL2iQ~jL!vL5dEL2Q
¯ ~dEL!5P¯ ~dEL!.
Since vL is symplectic, we conclude that the solution of the equation
~ iXvL5P¯ ~dEL!! /D
is unique.
j
A direct computation shows that the local expression of Q¯ is
Q¯52C i jX mˆ i^ m j
v
.
Therefore, we obtain that
P¯ ~dEL!5dEL2C i jjL~mˆ i!m jv .
The following lemmas will be used in Section IV.
Lemma II.8: Given a regular constrained system with Lagrangian function L and linear
constraints D , the vector field j solving the constrained dynamics satisfies
LjaL5dL2LQ~jL!aL ,
where Lj denotes the Lie derivative with respect to j .
Proof: It follows since j5P (jL)5jL2Q (jL) and LjLaL5dL . j
Lemma II.9: Under the same hypothesis as in Lemma II.8, we have
LQ~jL!aLP~D
v!0.
Proof: Since Q (jL)5( j51m L jZ j , with L j5C i jjL(mˆ i), we deduce that
LQ~jL!aL5L(j51
m
L jZ jaL
5i(j51
m
L jZ jdaL1d~ i(j51
m
L jZ jaL!
52i(j51
m
L jZ jvL52(j51
m
L jm j
v
,
since the vector fields Z j are vertical and aL is semibasic.
j
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III. THE SINGULAR CASE
In this section we shall describe what happens if the given constrained system is not regular,
or, in other words, TxDùSx50, for some points x in D . Notice that this fact is equivalent to the
non-regularity of the local matrices (C i j).
For any point xPD , we have the obvious inclusion
TxDùSx,TxDù~SL!x .
In the regular case, this inclusion is strict, and the jump of dimension is just 1. This jump allows
us to obtain the dynamics by taking a basis j of (TDùSL) /D normalized in order to get
Jj5C . The above remarks illuminate the way to proceed in the singular case.
Define a submanifold D2 of TQ as follows:
D25$xPD/TxDùSx’TxDù~SL!x%.
This implies that for any point xPD2 , there exists some tangent vector
X5jL~x !1l iZi~x !PTxDù~SL!x ,
such that X¹Sx . Thus, X is a solution of the constrained equation, but, in general, it is not
necessarily tangent to D2 .
Therefore, we define a new submanifold D3 of D2 as follows:
D35$xPD2 /TxD2ùSx’TxD2ù~SL!x%.
Proceeding further, we obtain a sequence of constraint submanifolds,
•••!Dk!•••!D2!D15D .
D5D1 will be called the primary constraint submanifold, D2 the secondary constraint submani-
fold and so on.
As in the Gotay and Nester algorithm for singular Lagrangian systems33,34 we also have three
possibilities
~i! There exists an integer k>1 such that Dk5B . This means that the equations ~6! are not
consistent.
~ii! There exists an integer k>1 such that Dk5B but dimDk50. In this case, there are no
dynamics. Dk consists in isolated points and the solution of the constrained dynamics is X50.
~iii! There exists an integer k>1 such that Dk115Dk and dimDk.0. In this case the algorithm
stabilizes at the final constraint submanifold Df5Dk . So, there exists at least a vector field j on
Df satisfying the SODE condition ((Jj5C) /Df) and such that
ijvL2dELP~Dv!0.
Assume that the algorithm ends at some final constraint submanifold Df . Thus, we have
TxD fùSx’TxD fù~SL!x , ;xPDf .
We will suppose that the distribution TDfùS along D has constant dimension, say r , that is,
dim~TxD fùSx!5r , for all xPDf .
Lemma III.1: We have that jL(x)PTxD f1Sx for any xPDf .
Proof: Since TxD fùSx’TxD fù(SL)x for any xPDf , we deduce that there exists a tangent
vector XPTxD fù(SL)x such that X¹TxD fùSx . Thus, X5jL(x)1l iZi(x) which implies that
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jL(x)5X2l iZiPTxD f1Sx .
j
In order to determine the dynamics, we split Sx as a direct sum of two subspaces, say
Sx5Sˇ x% ~TxD fùSx!. ~9!
Obviously, there are many choices for a complementary subspace of TxD fùSx into Sx . From ~9!
we deduce that Sˇ xùTxD f50, and we can then split Tx(TQ) as follows:
Tx~TQ !5Sˇ x%TxD f%Mx , xPDf ,
where Mx is a suitable complementary subspace. Take the corresponding three complementary
projectors:
Q x :Tx~TQ !!Sˇ x ,
~P 1!x :Tx~TQ !!TxD f ,
~P 2!x :Tx~TQ !!Mx .
Consider the projector (P )x5(P 1)x1(P 2)x . Hence, we have ~along the points of Df)
iP x~jL~x !!vL~x !2~dEL!x5ijL~x !2Qx~jL~x !!vL~x !2ijL~x !vL~x !
52iQx~jL~x !!vL~x !P~D
v!x
0
.
Moreover, for any xPDf , we deduce that
P x~jL~x !!5~P 1!x~jL~x !!PTxD f ,
since jL(x)PTxD f1Sx by Lemma III.1.
A differentiable choice of both distributions Sˇ and M allows us to construct an almost product
structure (P 1 ,P 2 ,Q ) @or (P ,Q ), where P5P 11P 2] along Df such that P (jL/Df) is a solution
of the constrained dynamics. Notice that a general solution is of the form
P ~jL/Df !1TDfùS .
We have chosen complementary distributions Sˇ and M in order to obtain the dynamics. Notice
that it is possible to realize both decompositions, say S5Sˇ % (TxD fùS) and T(TQ)5Sˇ % TDf
% M . In fact, take a local basis $m i% of D0 and denote by f I the constraint functions which define
Df , where 1<I<2n2dimDf . Notice that f I5mˆ I , for 1<I<m . We have assumed that
TDfùS has constant rank r . Thus, the matrix (C iJ)5(Zi(fˆ J)) has also constant rank m2r .
Indeed, take a local basis Y 1 , . . . ,Y r of TDfùS such that Ya5Aa
i Zi . Since Ya is tangent to
Df , we get
Aa
i Zi~fJ!50, for all J .
But this implies that rank C5m2r . The converse is proved by reversing the argument.
Assume that the submatrix C 85(C I8J8), (1<I8,J8<m2r) is regular. In that case, we define
a projector Q by putting
Q5C I8J8ZJ8^df I8,
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where (C I8J8) is the inverse matrix of (C I8J8). Notice that Sˇ5^ZI8&. If we put P5id2Q we
obtain an almost product structure (P ,Q ) along Df . The decomposition P5P 11P 2 is obtained
by choosing a complementary M of Sˇ % TDf . This choice corresponds to the ambiguity in the
determination of the other Lagrange multipliers. Indeed, if we compute P (jL) we obtain
P ~jL!5jL2C I8J8jL~f I8!ZJ8,
and a general solution is of the form
P ~jL!1Y ,
where YPTDfùS . So, the only Lagrange multipliers determined are just the components of the
ZJ8’s.
Remark III.2: A solution of ~6! has the general form X5jL1l iZi , where Zi are the sym-
plectic gradients of the 1-forms m iv . The tangency condition may now be written as
jL~mˆ j!1l
iZi~mˆ j!50, 1< j<m , ~10!
or, equivalently,
jL~mˆ j!1l
iC i j50, 1< j<m . ~11!
If the matrix C i j is regular, the system of equations ~11! have a solution which is obtained by the
well-known Crame rule, or, in a more sophisticated way, by constructing the local almost product
structure (P ,Q ).
If the constrained system is singular, Equation ~10! can be analyzed as in the Dirac-Bergmann
algorithm.32 In fact,
jL~mˆ j!1l
iC i j50, 1< j<m ,
is a system of m equations with m unknowns, the Lagrange multipliers. The system is consistent
if the ranks of the matrices (C i j) and (C i j ;2jL(mˆ j)) coincide. ~Of course, they are equal if the
constrained system is regular.! Therefore, we select the points where the ranks coincide. Denote
by D¯ 2 the collection of all these points. At the points in D¯ 2 there are solutions, but they are not
necessarily tangent to D¯ 2 . By the way, new constraints may appear. In fact, notice that, if the
matrix (C i j) has rank, say r , then the matrix (C i j ;2jL(mˆ j)) has rank greater or equal to r .
Suppose that M is a submatrix of (C i j) of rank r . The determinants of the submatrices of
(C i j ;2jL(mˆ j)) obtained fromM by adding elements of the column jL(mˆ j) are the new possible
constraints. These secondary constraints fa have to be added to the motion equations which
become
jL~mˆ j!1l
iZi~mˆ j!50,
jL~fa!1l
iZi~fa!50.
~12!
The procedure is now repeated, and we obtain a sequence of submanifolds
•••!D¯k!•••!D¯ 2!D ,
which are just the same that the ones previously obtained. More precisely, D¯k is the intersection of
Dk with the tangent bundle of the open neighborhood where the local basis m i is defined.
Remark III.3: We started with linear constraints, or, in the present terminology, the primary
constraints are linear. However, the secondary constraints are not necessarily linear.
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If we denote by $,%L the Poisson bracket on TQ defined from the symplectic form vL , we
have $ f ,EL%L5jL( f ), for any function f on TQ . Thus, ~10! can be written as follows:
$mˆ j ,EL%L1l iZi~mˆ j!50, 1< j<m .
As in the Dirac–Bergmann approach,32 we can distinguish two different classes of constraints. A
constraint f will be called first class if $ f ,C%L;0, that is, $ f ,C%L vanishes on the final constraint
submanifold Df . Otherwise, f will be called a second class constraint. We deduce that the
Hamiltonian vector fields corresponding to first class constraints are tangent to Df , and the
Hamiltonian vector fields corresponding to second class constraints are transversal to Df .
Example III.4: Consider the following Lagrangian function L defined on TR3 by
L5
1
2 ~~v
1!21~v2!22~v3!21~q1!2!,
subjected to linear constraints given by a distribution D on R3 whose annihilator is
D05^dq11dq3& .
Here (q1,q2,q3) denote the standard coordinates on R3, and (q1,q2,q3,v1,v2,v3) the induced
ones on TR3. Thus, the submanifold D,TR3 consists in those points in TR3 such that
v11v350.
The distribution S is generated by the vector field
Z52
]
]v1
1
]
]v3
.
We have
SxùTxD5Sx ,
for any xPD . Therefore, the constrained system is singular.
Applying the constraint algorithm, we get
D25$xPD/TxDùSx’TxDù~SL!x%,
so that
D25$~qA,vA!PTR3/v11v350, q150%.
We proceed further, and obtain
D35$xPD/TxD2ùSx’TxD2ù~SL!x%,
5$~qA,vA!PTR3/v350, q150, v150%.
Now, since
TxD3ùSx’TxD3ù~SL!x ,
for any xPD3 , we deduce that D3 is the final constraint submanifold.
The dynamics is given by the vector field (jL1lZ) /D3, for any function l on D3 .
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IV. CONSTRAINTS DEFINED BY CONNECTIONS. GENERALIZED Cˇ APLYGIN SYSTEMS
One of the most appealing instances of non-holonomic Lagrangian systems are those given by
the existence of a connection.
Suppose that Q is a fibered manifold over a manifold M , say, r:Q!M is a surjective
submersion. Assume that a connection G in r:Q!M is given, such that the allowable motions of
a Lagrangian function L:TQ!R have to be horizontal curves with respect to that connection. In
other words, the allowable velocities are horizontal tangent vectors. Thus, D is just the horizontal
distribution H such that
TQ5H%Vr .
Let us recall that G may be considered as a tensor field of type (1,1) on Q such that G25 id and
the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalue 21 are just the vertical subspaces. Take fibered
coordinates (qA)5(qa,qi), 1<a<n2m , 1<i<m , n5 dimQ . The horizontal distribution is lo-
cally spanned by the local vector fields
Ha5S ]]qaD
H
5
]
]qa 2Ga
i ~qA!
]
]qi ,
where YH stands for the horizontal lift to Q of a vector field Y on M , and Gai 5Gai (qb,q j) are the
Christoffel components of G . Thus, we obtain a local basis of vector fields on Q ,
HHa ,Vi5 ]]qi J .
Its dual basis of 1-forms is
$ha5dqa,h i5Ga
i dqa1dqi%.
We deduce that H0 is locally spanned by the 1-forms $h i%.
Define the curvature of G as the tensor field of type ~1,2! on Q given by
R5
1
2 @h,h# ,
where h5~1/2!( id1G) is the horizontal projector associated with G , and @h,h# is its Nijenhuis
tensor ~see Ref. 38!. Thus,
R~h~u1!,h~u2!!5v~@h~u1!,h~u2!# !,
R~h~u1!,v~u2!!50,
R~v~u1!,v~u2!!50,
for any u1 ,u2PTxQ , where v5 id2h is the complementary vertical projector. Since
hS ]]qaD5 ]]qa 2Gai ]]qi ,
hS ]]qiD50,
we obtain
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RS ]]qa , ]]qbD5Rabi ]]qi ,
where
Rab
i 5
]Ga
i
]qb 2
]Gb
i
]qa 1Ga
j ]Gb
i
]q j 2Gb
j ]Ga
i
]q j .
We say that G is flat if the curvature R identically vanishes. In this case, the constrained system is
holonomic.
Notice that this kind of non-holonomic constrained systems is very special, since the local
constraints are of the form
v i52Ga
i ~qA!va,
that is, some velocities are explicitly written in terms of the others.
We will consider a very special kind of such constrained systems, those called generalized
Cˇ aplygin systems.
Definition IV.1: A generalized Cˇ aplygin system consists of a Lagrangian function
L:TQ!R and a connection G in a fibration r:Q!M such that
L~~YH!q!5L~~YH! q˜!,
for any YPTyM , where q , q˜PQ are such that r(q)5r( q˜)5y .
Remark IV.2: Notice that the Cˇ aplygin systems considered by Koiller18 are particular cases. In
fact, in that case, r:Q!M is a principal bundle with structure group G , L is G-invariant, and
G is a principal connection, i.e., the horizontal subspaces are G-invariant. The 1-forms h i are just
the components of the connection form. If the group G is Abelian, then the last condition implies
that the Christoffel components do not depend on the fiber coordinates. So, we recover the
classical setting of Cˇ aplygin systems18.
From the definition, one easily see that there exists a well-defined Lagrangian function
L*:TM!R, by setting
L*~Y !5L~~YH!q!,
for any YPTyM , where q is an arbitrary point in the fiber over y . In local coordinates we have
L*~qa,va!5L~qa,qi,va,2Ga
i va!.
Since L* does not depend on qi we deduce that
]L
]qi 5
]L
]v j
]Ga
j
]qi v
a
. ~13!
The constrained Euler–Lagrange equations for L are the following:
d
dt S ]L]vaD2 ]L]qa 52(i l iGai ,
d
dt S ]L]v iD2 ]L]qi 52l i,
va5
dqa
dt , v
i5
dqi
dt .
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After some calculations, and using ~13!, we obtain that
d
dt S ]L*]va D 2 ]L*]qa 5 ]L]v i vbS ]Gb
i
]qa 2
]Ga
i
]qb 1Gb
j ]Ga
i
]q j 2Ga
j ]Gb
i
]q j D ,
where va5dqa/dt .
As we have proved in Section II, the intrinsic motion equations are
~ iXvL2dEL!P~Hv!0,
XPHc,
~14!
along H .
If we assume that the constrained system is regular ~for instance, if the Lagrangian L is
natural! then there exists an almost product structure (P ,Q ) on TQ along H such that the vector
field j5P (jL) gives the constrained dynamics. Let us recall that j is a vector field defined on
H , that is, jP X(H).
Define a 1-form aL ,G on TM as follows:
~aL ,G!u~U !52~aL!x~X˜ !,
for any UPTu(TM ), for any uPTyM , where X˜PTx(TQ) is a tangent vector which projects onto
the tangent vector R((uH)q ,(TtM(U))qH)PTqQ , r(q)5y , and xPD with tQ(x)5q . @Notice that
there is a unique point xPD such that tQ(x)5q and Tr(x)5u .] In local coordinates, we get
aL ,G5F ]L]v i vbRabi Gdqa.
It should be remarked that aL ,G is not a bona fide 1-form on TM , but it is a 1-form along the
mapping Tr /H :H!TM . For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that aL ,G is well-defined on
TM , which is the case in most of the examples.
Now, consider the non-conservative Lagrangian system with Lagrangian function L and ex-
ternal force aL ,G . The intrinsic motion equation is
iYvL*5dEL*1aL ,G , ~15!
on TM . We will study its solutions. Notice that the corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations are
d
dt S ]L*]va D2 ]L*]qa 52 ]L]v i vbRabi ,
va5
dqa
dt .
~16!
Theorem IV.3: (1) The generalized Cˇ aplygin system (L ,G) is regular iff L* is regular;
(2) In this case, the vector field j is projectable onto TM , and its projection Y is just the
solution of (15).
Dynamical proof: We first show how the result can be derived by using a pure dynamical
argument. As we have shown, if (qa(t),qi(t)) is a solution of the constrained motion equations
~14! then it is a horizontal curve, and its projection is a solution of the non-conservative equations
~16!. Conversely, if (qa(t)) is a solution of ~16!, then its horizontal lift to Q is a solution of ~14!.
Now, assume that the generalized Cˇ aplygin system (L ,G) is regular so that there exists one and
only one solution with a fixed initial data in TM . Take an initial data in TM . Its horizontal lift
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gives an initial data in TQ for which there exists one and only one solution of ~14!. Its projection
will be a solution of ~15! for the given initial data, and, furthermore, it will be the unique solution
with that data. The converse is proved by a similar argument.
The same procedure proves that j is projectable, and its projection Y is just a solution of ~15!.
In fact, the solutions of j project onto the solutions of Y , and, conversely, the horizontal lifts of
the solutions of Y are just the solutions of j .
Next, we exhibit an alternative proof based on the geometrical ingredients of the theory. First
of all, we will prove the following lemma.
Lemma IV.4: Let G be an arbitrary connection in a fibration r:Q!M with horizontal pro-
jector h. If m1 and m2 are two 1-forms and X is a horizontal vector field on Q such that
LXm15m2 ,
then we have
LX~h*m1!5h*m22a ,
where h* is the transpose operator of h, and a is the 1-form on Q defined by
a~Y !52m1~R~X ,Y !2h~@X ,vY # !!,
R being the curvature of G .
Proof: Assume thatLXm15m2 and X is a horizontal vector field. Let Y be an arbitrary vector
field on Q . We have
~LX~h*m1!!~Y !5LX~h*m1!~Y !2~h*m1!~@X ,Y # !
5X~m1~hY !!2m1~h~@X ,Y # !
5m2~hY !1m1~@X ,hY # !2m1~h@X ,Y # !
5h*m2~Y !1m1~R~X ,Y !2h~@X ,vY # !!.
j
Geometrical proof of the theorem: First of all, we will prove that the generalized Cˇ aplygin
system (L ,G) is regular if L* is regular. In fact, denote by
W5~WAB!5SWab WajWib Wi j D
the inverse matrix of the Hessian matrix (]2L/]vA]vB). We have
C i j52WabGa
i Gb
j2WjaGa
i 2WibGb
j2Wij,
or, equivalently,
C52~g ,Im3m!W~g ,Im3m! t,
where g is a matrix m3(n2m) with entries g ia5Gai , 1<i<m , 1<a<n2m , and the superin-
dex t means that we are taking the transpose matrix.
On the other hand, the entries of the Hessian matrix M of L* are
]2L*
]va]vb
5
]2L
]va]vb
2Ga
i ]
2L
]v i]vb
2Gb
j ]
2L
]v j]va
1Ga
i Gb
j ]
2L
]v i]v j
,
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or, equivalently,
M5~I ~n2m !3~n2m ! ,2g t!W21~I ~n2m !3~n2m ! ,2g t! t.
If we put A5(g ,Im3m) and B5(I (n2m)3(n2m) ,2g t), it is no hard to show that either C or
M are regular, then the square matrices
S ABW21D and SWA
t
B t D
are also regular.
The result follows taking into account that
S ABW21D SWA
t
B t D 5SAWA
t 0
0 BW21B tD .
Therefore, we have proved the first part of the theorem.
Next, we will prove the second part.
Given a connection G in the fibration r:Q!M we define a connection G¯ in the fibration
Tr:TQ!TM along the submanifold H as follows. The horizontal distribution H¯ of G¯ is locally
spanned by the vector fields
S ]]qaD
H¯
5
]
]qa 2Ga
i ]
]qi 2v
bS ]Gbi]qa 2Gaj ]Gb
i
]q j D ]]v i ,
S ]]vaD
H¯
5
]
]va
2Ga
i ]
]v i
.
Along H , we obtain a local basis of vector fields on TQ ,
H S ]
]qaD
H¯
,S ]
]va
D H¯ , ]
]qi ,
]
]v i J .
Its dual basis of 1-forms is
$dqa,dva,h iv ,dhˆ i%.
Thus, the set $h i
v
,dhˆ i% is the annihilator of H¯ . A simple computation shows that H¯ is globally
defined along H .
If h¯ is the horizontal projector associated with G¯ we have h¯*(dqa)5dqa, h¯*(dva)5dva,
h¯*(h iv)50 and h¯*(dhˆ i)50.
Consider the pull-backs of the 1-forms aL* and dL* to TQ by means of Tr . Along H we
deduce that
h¯*~aL!5~Tr!*aL*,
h¯*~dL !5~Tr!*dL*.
From Lemma II.8 we have
LjaL5dL2LQ~jL!aL , ~17!
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and from Lemma IV.4, we get
Lj~h¯*aL!5h¯*~dL !2h¯*~LQ~jL!aL!2a¯, ~18!
where a¯ is the 1-form on TQ along H defined by
a¯~Z !52aL~R¯~j ,Z !2h¯~@j ,v¯~Z !# !!,
R¯ being the curvature of G¯. Since aL is semibasic and G¯ is a connection in the fibration
Tr:TQ!TM ~along H), we deduce that aL(h¯(@j ,v¯(Z)#)50, and hence we get
a¯~Z !52aL~R¯~j ,Z !!.
In local coordinates we obtain
a¯5
]L
]v i
vbS ]Gai]qb 2 ]Gb
i
]qa 2Gb
j ]Ga
i
]q j 1Ga
j ]Gb
i
]q j D dqa.
Therefore, we deduce that a¯ is projectable, and its projection is just the 1-form aL ,G on TM .
From Lemma II.9 we have
h¯*~LQ~jL!aL!50,
and therefore ~18! becomes
Lj~Tr!*aL*5~Tr!*~dL*!2a¯.
Let Y be a vector field on TM which is a solution of the equation
LYaL*5dL*2aL ,G .
Then every vector field Y˜ on TQ which projects onto Y verifies
LY˜~Tr!*aL*5~Tr!*~dL*!2a¯. ~19!
In particular, the horizontal lift YH¯ with respect to G¯ verifies ~19!. Since j also verifies ~19! and
jPH¯ , we deduce that YH¯5j .
j
Thus, we have the following.
Corollary IV.5: The generalized Cˇ aplygin system (L ,G) is equivalent to a non-conservative
system on TM with Lagrangian function L* and external force aL ,G .
Remark IV.6: The above procedure is a sort of reduction, but not in the sense of Marsden and
Weinstein.40 In fact, we could consider the general case of a constrained Lagrangian system
subjected to linear constraints given by a distribution D on Q , and such that L and D are invariant
by the action of a Lie group G . This is just the case of Cˇ aplygin systems as were considered by
Koiller.
Remark IV.7: The distribution Hc satisfies the following relation:
T~TQ !5Hc%V~Tr!,
along the points of H . Thus, Hc defines a connection Gc in the fibration Tr:TQ!TM along the
submanifold H , which could be considered as the tangent lift of the original connection G in the
fibration r:Q!M . We have proved that the vector field j is horizontal with respect to G¯. A
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similar device proves that j is also horizontal with respect to Gc, and moreover j5YHc. The
relationship between both connections G¯ and Gc is the following: they coincide if and only G is
flat, or, in other words, the constrained system is holonomic.
Remark IV.8: Assume that the constrained system is not regular. From Theorem IV.3 we
deduce that L* is a singular Lagrangian function. Thus, Equation ~15! has no, in general, solution.
However, we can develop a constraint algorithm as follows. Put K15TM and define K2 be the
submanifold of points in TM for which there exists at least a solution of ~15!. On K2 there is a
solution, but it is not necessarily tangent to K2 . So, we consider the submanifold K3 consisting in
those points in K2 where a tangent solution to K2 exists.
Proceeding further we obtain a sequence of constraint submanifolds,
•••!Kk!•••!K2!K15TM .
On the other hand, there exists a sequence of constraint submanifolds,
•••!Hk!•••!H2!H15H ,
obtained by applying the constraint algorithm developed in Section III. It is almost obvious that
both algorithms are related by the projection mapping Tr:TQ!TM , that is, we have
Tr~Hr!5Mr , r>1.
Example IV.9 (The sleigh of Cˇ aplygin and Carathe´odory):
Consider a sleigh, that is, a body having three points of contact with a plane where two of
them slide freely but the third A is subjected to a force which does not allow transversal velocity.
The configuration manifold is Q5R23S1 with coordinates (x ,y ,f), where (x ,y) are the coordi-
nates of the center of mass C of the sleigh, and f is the angle between the x-axis and the line
AC ~see Ref. 18!. If we denote by a the distance from A to C , by J the moment of inertia and by
m51 the mass of the sleigh, the Lagrangian function is given by
L5
1
2 ~x
˙
21y˙ 2!1
1
2 Jf
˙ 2
,
Observe that L is a natural Lagrangian obtained from the Riemannian metric
g5
1
2 ~dx
21dy21Jdf2!,
on R23S1.
Consider the fibration
r:R23S1!R2,
defined by
r~x ,y ,f!5~x ,y !.
Define a connection G in r by
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GS ]]x D5 ]]x22sinfa ]]f ,
GS ]]y D5 ]]y 12cosfa ]]f ,
GS ]]f D52 ]]f .
The curvature R of G is
R5
1
a2
]
]f
^ ~dx`dy !.
The horizontal distribution of G is generated by
K ]]x2 sinfa ]]f , ]]y 1 cosfa ]]f L ,
and the annihilator of H is generated by the 1-form
h5df2
cosf
a
dy1
sinf
a
dx .
In fact, h is the connection 1-form of G . Therefore, the linear constraints are
f˙ 2
cosf
a
y˙1
sinf
a
x˙50.
Notice that r is a principal S1-bundle. However, G is no a principal connection, since the hori-
zontal subspaces are not S1-invariant. Thus, (L ,G) is not a generalized Cˇ aplygin system. How-
ever, we can apply the general procedure developed in Section II.
Since L is natural, the constrained system is regular, and then there exists a well-defined
solution of the constrained dynamics along the submanifold H of TQ .
The distribution S is generated by the vector field
Z52
1
J
]
]f˙
1
cosf
a
]
]y˙
2
sinf
a
]
]x˙
,
along the points of H .
The almost product structure (P ,Q ) is given by
Q52
Ja2
a21J S 2 1J ]]f˙ 1 cosfa ]]y˙ 2 sinfa ]]x˙ D
^ S S sinfa y˙1 cosfa x˙ D df1 sinfa dx˙2 cosfa dy˙1df˙ D ,
P5id2Q .
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Thus, the only vector field j such that jxP(SL)xùTxH and Jx(jx)5Cx , for any xPH , is given
by
j5P ~jL!5x˙
]
]x
1y˙
]
]y 1f
˙
]
]f
2
J
a21Jsinf~sinfy
˙1cosfx˙ !
]
]x˙
1
J
a21Jcosf~sinfy
˙1cosfx˙ !
]
]y˙
2
a
a21J ~sinfy
˙1cosfx˙ !
]
]f˙
,
along the points of H .
Example IV.10 (The ‘‘two-wheeled carriage’’):
The configuration space of the ‘‘two-wheeled carriage’’ is Q5R23S13T2, with coordinates
(x ,y ,f ,F1 ,F2) ~see Refs. 18,3!.
Let 2r be the lateral length, a the radius of the wheels, C0 the center of mass, situated at
distance l from a point (x ,y). If we denote by m0 the mass of the body without wheels, k0 the
radius of gyration about the vertical through (x ,y), m1 the mass of a wheel, C the axial moments
of inertia and A its moment of inertia about a diameter, then the Lagrangian function is given by
L5
1
2 m~x
˙
21y˙ 2!1m0lf˙ ~y˙ cosf2x˙ sinf!1
1
2 Jf
˙ 21
1
2 C~F
˙
1
21F˙ 2
2!,
where m5m012m1 and J5m0k0
212m1r212A .
Consider now the fibration
r:R23S13T2!T2,
defined by r(x ,y ,f ,F1 ,F2)5(F1 ,F2).
Define a connection G in r by
GS ]]F1D5 ]]F1 2acosf ]]x2asinf ]]y 2 ar ]]f ,
GS ]]F2D5 ]]F2 2acosf ]]x2asinf ]]y 1 ar ]]f ,
GS ]]x D52 ]]x , GS ]]y D52 ]]y , GS ]]f D52 ]]f .
The horizontal distribution H of G is generated by
K ]]F1 2 a2cosf ]]x2 a2sinf ]]y 2 a2r ]]f , ]]F2 2 a2cosf ]]x2 a2sinf ]]y 1 a2r ]]f L .
Thus, the annihilator of H is generated by the 1-forms
hx5dx1
acosf
2 dF11
acosf
2 dF2 ,
hy5dy1
asinf
2 dF11
asinf
2 dF2 ,
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hf5df1
a
2r dF12
a
2r dF2 .
The linear constraints are then
x˙52
acosf
2 F
˙
12
acosf
2 F
˙
2 ,
y˙52
asinf
2 F
˙
12
asinf
2 F
˙
2 ,
f˙ 52
a
2rF
˙
11
a
2rF
˙
2 .
The curvature of the connection is given by the vector 2-form,
R5
a2
2r S 2sinf ]]x1cosf ]]y D ^ ~dF1`dF2!.
The fibration r:R23S13T2!T2 is a principal R23S1-bundle, and G is a principal connec-
tion with connection 1-form
h5~hx ,hy ,hf!,
taking values into the Lie algebra of R23S1. Notice that R23S1 may be identified with the group
of Euclidean motions of the plane ~see Koiller18!.
Thus, the system (L ,G) is a generalized Caplygin system. By applying the general theory
developed in this section, we obtain a Lagrangian function L*:T2!R as follows:
L*~F1 ,F2 ,F˙ 1 ,F˙ 2!5
1
8 ma
2~F˙ 1
21F˙ 2
2!1
Ja2
8r2 ~F
˙
22F˙ 1!
21
1
2 C~F
˙
1
21F˙ 2
2!.
From Corollary IV.5, we know that the constrained system (L ,D) is equivalent to the non-
conservative system given by L* and the external force
aL ,G5
m0la3
4r2 ~F
˙
22F˙ 1!F˙ 2dF12
m0la3
4r2 ~F
˙
22F˙ 1!F˙ 1dF2 .
From a tedious but straightforward computation we have that the solution Y of the equation
iYvL*5dEL*1aL ,G ,
is the vector field,
Y5F˙ 1
]
]F1
1F˙ 2
]
]F2
1K1~F˙ 12F˙ 2!~K2F˙ 22Ja2F˙ 1!
]
]F˙ 1
1K1~F˙ 22F˙ 1!~K2F˙ 12Ja2F˙ 2!
]
]F˙ 2
,
where K15m0la3/(m2a4r418ma2r4C12ma4r2J116r4C218JCa2r2) and K25ma2r2
14Cr21Ja2.
We obtain the solution on TQ by taking the horizontal lift of the vector field Y by the
connection G¯.
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V. AN APPLICATION: EQUATIONS OF CONSTRAINED GEODESICS
Let Q be a Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric g and Levi-Civita connection ¹ and
suppose that a distribution D on Q is given. A very old problem in the literature is to obtain a new
linear connection ¹* on Q such that the geodesics of ¹* are the extremals of the variational
problem subjected to these linear constraints ~see Synge,35 Vranceanu,36 Neimark and Fufaev3 and
the references therein.! We shall apply our method to give a new look at Synge’s paper.
The Lagrangian function is
L~qA,vA!5
1
2 gABv
AvB,
that is, L is the kinetic energy of g . Take an orthonormal local basis $m i% of D . Since EL5L , we
obtain
jL5v
A ]
]qA 2GAB
C vAvB
]
]vC
,
where GAB
C are the Christoffel components of ¹ . In fact, jL is the geodesic spray.
A direct computation shows that
Zi52gAB~m i!B
]
]vA
,
mˆ i5~m i!Av
A
,
C i j5Zi~mˆ j!52gAB~m i!A~m j!B52d i j .
Therefore, the constrained system is regular.
From Proposition II.4 there exists a unique almost product structure (P ,Q ) such that
P x(X)PTxD and Q x(X)PSx , where XPTxTQ . We have
P ~jL!5vA
]
]qA 2v
AvBS GABC 1 ]~m i!B]qA gCR~m i!R2GABE ~m i!EgCR~m i!RD ]]vC
5vA
]
]qA 2v
AvBS GABC 1S ]~m i!B]qA 2GABE ~m i!ED gCR~m i!RD ]]vC
5vA
]
]qA 2v
AvB~GAB
C 1~m i!A;B~m i!
C!
]
]vC
,
where
~m i!A;B5
]~m i!A
]qB 2GAB
E ~m i!E
denote the components of the covariant derivative of m i , and (m i)C5gCR(m i)R .
Since P (jL) is a SODE and tangent to D , we know that for each tangent vector zPD there
is a curve s on Q which is a solution of P (jL) with that initial data, i.e., s(0)5x , s˙ (0)5z and
s˙ is an integral curve of P (jL). In fact, the solutions of P (jL) are just the solutions of the
following system of differential equations:
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d2qC
dt2 1~G*!AB
C dq
A
dt
dqB
dt 50, ~20!
where
~G*!AB
C 5GAB
C 1~m i!A;B~m i!
C
.
Notice that ~20! are just the differential equations obtained by Synge in Ref. 35. Of course, ~20!
have no solutions for arbitrary initial data, since only the velocities in D are allowable.
Notice that (G*)BCA are not the Christoffel components of a linear connection ¹* on Q . They
define a more general geometric object, an spray defined on a submanifold D of TQ . Indeed, let
us recall that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between sprays on TQ and linear connec-
tions on Q ~see Ref. 38!. In fact, if j is an spray, then G52LjJ is a linear connection on Q , and,
conversely, if G is a linear connection on Q , then its associated SODE is an spray.
The vector field P (jL) can be extended to a vector field defined on some open neighborhood
of D in TQ . Of course, there are many extensions of P (jL). Choose an arbitrary extension and
define
G*52LP~jL!J .
So, G* is a tensor field of type (1,1) defined on some open neighborhood of D , and its local
expression is as follows:
G*S ]]qAD5 ]]qA 22~G*!ABC vB ]]vC ,
G*S ]]vAD52 ]]vA .
A direct computation shows that (G*)25id, and the vector eigenspace corresponding to the
eigenvalue 21 at a point of D is just the vertical subspace at that point. Moreover, given another
extension of P (jL), we obtain that the new tensor field G* coincides with the former on D .
Thus, G* defines a connection on some open neighborhood of D and all these connections
coincide on D .
We define the horizontal and vertical projectors of G* in the usual way:
h*5
1
2 ~ id1G*!, v*5
1
2 ~ id2G*!.
Their local expressions are the following ones:
h*S ]]qAD5 ]]qA 2~G*!BAC vB ]]vC ,
h*S ]]vAD50,
v*S ]]qAD5~G*!BAC vB ]]vC ,
v*S ]]vAD5 ]]vA .
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Using the standard procedures for connections on TQ ~see Refs. 37,38!, we define a covariant
derivative as follows. Let X be a vector field on Q and Y be a vector field which is tangent to
D . In other words, X is a section of tQ :TQ!Q and Y a section of tQ/D :D!Q . Define
~¹X*Y !~x !5fY ~x !~v*~dY ~x !~X~x !!!, ;xPQ ,
where fY (x) is the linear isomorphism,
fY ~x ! :VY ~x !tQ!TxQ
from the vertical subspace at Y (x) onto TxQ .
If X5XA(]/]qA) and Y5YA(]/]qA), we deduce that
¹X*Y5X
AF]YC]qA 1~G*!ABC YBG ]]qC .
We look for a condition which ensures that ¹X*YPD . We have
m i~¹X*Y !5~m i!DdqDF S XA ]YC]qA 1XA~G*!ABC YBD G
5XAF ~m i!C ]YC]qA 1~m i!C~G*!ABC YBG .
Since
~G*!BC
A 5GAB
C 1~m i!A;B~m i!
C
,
we deduce that
~m i!C~G*!AB
C 5~m i!CGAB
C 1~m i!C
]~mJ!A
]qB ~m j!
C2~m i!
CGAB
E ~m i!E~m j!
C
5
]~m i!A
]qB .
Thus, we obtain that
m i~¹X*Y !5X
AF ~m i!B ]YB]qA 1 ]~m i!A]qB YBG . ~21!
But YPD , and therefore we get
05m i~Y !5~m i!BYB.
By deriving this last formula, we have
~m i!B
]YB
]qA 1
]~m i!B
]qA Y
B50. ~22!
From ~21! and ~22! we deduce the following result.
Proposition V.1: ¹* defines a connection in the vector bundle tQ :D!Q if and only if D is
involutive.
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As a consequence, if the system is holonomic, ¹* is a derivation in the vector bundle
D!Q . In the general case, we only get that
¹*:X~Q !3Sec~D !!X~Q !
behaves as a derivation.
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